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Abstract— In future Internet architectures, Virtual Network
Providers (VNP) must be able to compose virtual networks in a
way that balances security with other priorities as expressed by
Service Providers (SP). In this paper, we outline a framework in
which a VNP can assess the security and assurance (robustness)
properties of virtual networks and use these to help select an SPappropriate topology. The topology selection algorithm is based
on the Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) and the Technique for
Order Preference by Similarity to Ideal Solution (TOPSIS) and
uses cost and robustness as selection constraints. Our framework
allows the VNP to identify the customer’s needs for security and
balance these with other priorities such as quality of service and
cost. We show that this approach fits naturally into the business
model of the VNP and takes advantage of risk management
activities that may already be performed by SPs. Because
security concerns can dampen enthusiasm for new ways of doing
business, addressing the challenges above can help ease the
transition to the future Internet.
Keywords-robustness; security; assurance; AHP; TOPSIS;
virtual network; 4Ward

I.

INTRODUCTION

Over the past decade, there has been significant interest in
the development of clean-slate Future Internet architectures
that are capable of addressing some of the current Internet’s
limitations [1]. The 4Ward project has developed a reference
model for virtual networks [2] that introduces a hierarchy of
new business entities to provision virtual networks (VNets) on
demand. This model includes infrastructure providers (InPs)
who provide access to physical resources in a substrate layer,
Service Providers (SPs) who make use of this substrate to
provide value services to their customers (e.g. IPTV), and
Virtual Network Providers (VNPs) who, among other things,
are able to interpret SP requirements and map them in a cost
effective way to the substrate provided by InPs.
Security is challenging for the current Internet because
confidentiality, integrity, and guaranteed availability were not
native design goals. Security “add-ons” are often incompatible
with the way an SP wishes to do business and can impose
difficult-to-manage overhead as well as significant premiums
where strong SLAs are required. As a result, security is often
pushed to the endpoints or requires custom overlays. In
contrast, the Future Internet promises to be a dynamic
environment in which tailored VNets are instantiated

frequently and where the SP can choose among multiple InPs
to meet its service and security needs. An SP can select InPs
that it feels are the most trustworthy and, to remain
competitive, InPs must begin to offer security as a service.
However, the SP must define what “security” means to them as
well as finding a method for evaluating it. In addition, since
security generally imposes additional cost, there must be some
way of balancing these (and possibly others) during InP
selection.
In this paper, we propose a VNet selection framework
based on the concept of robustness as a measure of VNet
security. In Section II, we define robustness and relate it to the
concepts of strength of mechanism and assurance. In Section
III, we discuss balanced VNet selection using the Analytic
Hierarchy Process (AHP) and the Technique for Order
Preference by Similarity to Ideal Solution (TOPSIS). In Section
IV, we provide an example and in Section V, we provide some
initial simulation results. In Sections VI and VII, we discuss
our results and provide an overview of related work,
respectively. Finally, in Section VIII, we conclude with future
work.
II. ROBUSTNESS
Within the context of security, robustness has been formally
defined as a “characterization of the strength of a security
function, mechanism, service or solution, and the assurance (or
confidence) that it is implemented and functioning correctly”
[4]. It is an orthogonal combination of strength of mechanism
and assurance. For a virtual network topology provided by
, we represent robustness as:
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where
and
represent security and assurance
dimensions of the topology, respectively. These values can be
developed separately using a variety of different approaches
and models. We briefly discuss our prior work in developing
each dimension of assurance.
A. Strength of Mechanism
In [3], we developed security and assurance models for
using techniques from Multi-Criteria Decision Analysis
(MCDA) to arrive at values measured in units of expert
preference. We use expert preference for one item over another

represent the sensitivity of
to each dimension of security.
These are not set by the VNP but rather by business risk
managers within the SP who may employ Federal Information
Processing Standard (FIPS) Publication 199 [7] to and
experts from the VNP to assist with this endeavour.
3)
Component Scaling Constants:
determine the
relative importance of node security versus link security (if
such a difference exists). Once again, the VNP can use its
security expertise with an SP to determine appropriate levels.

Figure 1: VNet Topology Bid Evaluation and Selection Framework

as a proxy measure of relative security strength. We
constructed these models as follows:
1)
For each node or link element, experts identify security
relevant attributes (e.g. operating system, link encryption);
2)
For each attribute, experts determine the domain of
possible values that the attribute could take (e.g. Windows,
Linux, Mac, Android);
3)
For each attribute, security experts use MCDA tools to
create a discrete value function by ranking each input value
into a numerical preference on [0,1] (e.g. Linux = 0.8); and
4)
For each type of element, and for each of
confidentiality, integrity, and availability, a composite value
function is created by combining (weighing and summing) all
of the appropriate attribute value functions – again using
MCDA tools and techniques.
For example, the value model for the confidentiality of
node element i in VNet topology x might be represented as
( )

( )

( )

(2)

( ) and
( ) are value functions for the node
where
attributes Operating System (OS) and Virtualization Machine
Software (VM) respectively, and
and
are scaling
constants. Depending on what specific OS and VM each node
uses,
will take on different values of expert preference.
In (1),
is a composite model of all dimensions of
security (confidentiality, integrity, availability) and all elements
(nodes and links) for a particular VNet topology. For topology
proposed by
,
can be expanded as
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(
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This composite model consists of 3 parts described below.
Value
Functions:
()
()
()
and
()
()
() are node and link value functions for each
dimension of security (developed as described previously).
2)
Security Dimension Scaling Constants:
represent node (n) and link (l) scaling constants for
confidentiality, integrity, and availability, respectively. They
1)

Alternatively, we propose an assurance model based on the
use of MCDA procedures similar to [3]. We assume that an InP
can provide some mechanism or framework to make
accountability claims which can range from signed, third party
inspection certificates down to detailed core dumps and CPU
traces produced by a software or hardware agent on each node.
We assess the ability of this mechanism or framework to
deliver truthful, accurate, and timely assertions based on certain
attributes of the framework itself. In other words, we assess the
assurance framework rather than individual claims. Of course,
a standard for convincing evidence must still be addressed
within each framework. However, a VNP need only assess
each InP once and then periodically refresh the assessment. In
this model, assessment value functions could include key
framework attributes such as authenticity of claims ( ),
continuous physical and logical integrity of the framework
( ,
), resistance to bypass (
), and the freshness and
completeness of the data provided by the framework ( , ).
Taken together, the assurance value of a claim made by
using that framework could be represented as
(
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where
are suitably determined scaling constants and
represents specific values of the InP’s assurance architecture.

( ))

( )).

B. Assurance
The assurance dimension of robustness,
, is a scalar that
quantifies the degree of confidence that an SP has that security
mechanisms are functioning correctly. In the context of VNets,
assurance is strongly related to trust and accountability – the
InP must demonstrate that it provides the attributes as promised
(e.g. it must demonstrate the use of Linux if that operating
system was promised). It is a challenging exercise to obtain and
maintain dynamic assurance assessments because it requires
the dynamic creation and assessment of arguments and
evidence. To address this, reputation-based approaches (e.g.
[8]) are an active area of research and can be considered as a
substitute in some cases.

Fig. 1 summarizes the robustness framework we use to
evaluate and select VNets. In the lower half, security experts
create general security and assurance value models based on
attributes available from each InP. These are combined by an
SP to form a robustness model which is used to characterize the
robustness of arbitrary VNet topologies proposed by InPs. In
this framework, similar to [6], the SP may advertise a desired
or “requested” VNet and a community of InPs will respond
with a proposal for portions of the VNet that it is willing to
supply. This bidding process is illustrated in the upper half of

Fig. 1. As shown, security and assurance attribute information
is extracted from each InP for each bid and fed into the
robustness model to produce a robustness score. The cost
proposal for each whole or partial VNet is then combined with
the robustness score for each InP using TOPSIS and a winning
proposal (or group of partial proposals) is advertised. We
discuss the use of TOPSIS for VNet selection next.

2)

Normalize the elements of the decision matrix:
(4)

√∑

3)

Weigh the decision matrix:

III. VNET SELECTION
Once robustness values have been calculated for all VNets,
we need to combine them with price information to arrive at an
optimal VNet selection. We apply an approach similar to that
of [9] which combines the Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP)
[10] and the Technique for Order Preference by Similarity to
Ideal Solution (TOPSIS) [11]. In this approach, optimality is
defined by a set of weights elicited by AHP and the set of
distance equations used within TOPSIS. TOPSIS is ideal in this
application because cost and robustness tend to be competing
requirements. We describe TOPSIS and AHP in more detail
below.
A. TOPSIS Weight Elicitation by AHP
TOPSIS allows the selection of an optimal result from a set
of candidates by scoring each candidate against a set of
weighted criteria – in this case, cost and robustness. These
weights must somehow be elicited from the SP. A partial
implementation of AHP can be used in this regard. Specifically,
AHP includes a process in which each criteria is compared
pairwise against all others using a numerical preference scale.
This results in a matrix of normalized comparisons whose right
eigenvector represents the set of relative weights for all criteria.
Consistency indicators can be evaluated against the matrix to
expose inconsistent judgements. Since there are only two
criteria in this case (i.e. cost and robustness), this elicitation
process would be reasonably simple. However, more criteria
could be expected and the framework should support them (e.g.
QoS, reputation, help desk support, or any other criteria than an
SP feels could be useful in making a judgement). Elicitation
could be facilitated by the VNP.
B. TOPSIS Ranking
TOPSIS is a ranking process that can be used when scores
on some of the criteria are to be minimized while others must
be maximized. In TOPSIS, the best alternative has the
maximum Euclidean distance from a negative ideal solution
(NIS) and the minimum distance from a positive ideal solution
(PIS). Using notation from [13], we summarize the steps in the
TOPSIS process below:
1)

Construct a Decision Matrix:
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]

(3)

where represents one of k bids, represents the criteria (in
this case cost and robustness, respectively), and
represents
the performances of each VNet bid on each criteria.

(5)
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where
is the weight of the j criteria (cost or robustness)
determined using pairwise comparison of AHP.
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where is cost (to be minimized) and
maximized).
5)

6)

is robustness (to be

Calculate separation measures:
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Calculate the relative closeness to the PIS:
(

)

(10)

Bids are ranked from highest to lowest according to their
closeness score and the topmost bid is selected as the winner.
We highlight two cases that may occur during the bid
evaluation process. In the first case, an InP is able to bid on all
of the nodes and links in a topology request and no additional
consideration is required. In any bid, there may be several of
these. In the second case, which we call composite bids, no
single bidder can achieve total coverage of the requested
topology, but the requested VNet can be constructed by
merging several bids. In any bid process, there may be a
number of composite bids that can be constructed and an SP
should have a policy to determine the total number of InPs. In
order to properly rank composite bids, the VNP must decide
how to assign the contentious nodes and links – i.e. those that
more than one InP has included in its partial topology. We do
this by applying TOPSIS locally on the InPs in each composite
bid and assigning nodes accordingly. We then compute a
composite robustness score and price for each composite bid
and order these with any other bids into a final ranking.
IV. EXAMPLE
In this section, we present a worked example of our
robustness framework and VNet selection approach. For
simplicity, we present the example using node elements only.
Table 1 shows example cost and robustness scores for the bids

Bid
#

InP

1
2
3
4

InP1
InP2
InP3
InP4

Table 1: Example Bids and Model Scores
Nodes
Per
Value
Node
Functions
cost
1,2,3,4,5
400
0.6 0.3 0.4 0.48
2,4,5
450
0.5 0.4 0.6 0.50
1,2
500
0.3 0.3 0.4 0.33
2,3,5
550
0.7 0.7 0.5 0.65

R

0.4
0.5
0.3
0.7

0.19
0.25
0.09
0.46

placed on the Requested Topology in Fig.1. We note that the
bid from InP 1 can provide for the whole topology while
individual bids from InP2, InP3, and InP4 cannot. In
combination, however, the bids from these last three cover the
whole topology. Node confidentiality, availability, and
integrity values (VC, VI, VA) are produced by the security value
model using InP attributes reported at bid time or collected
independently. Here, we assume that nodes are uniformly
configured by each InP so that node security values are the
same across all nodes. We also assume that the SP has
performed a security categorization exercise to arrive at the
weights
. Using VC, VI, VA,
in (3), we arrive at the value in the VSEC column
(recall that we are not considering links in this example). We
assume sample values for VAS are obtained from a trust
framework (e.g. [8]). Combining VSEC and VAS using (1), we
obtain a robustness value R for each bid. Finally, before using
TOPSIS to rank the bids, we require the SP to perform a paired
comparison exercise (e.g. AHP) to determine the relative
weights of cost and robustness criteria. For this example, we
assume that they are equal (i.e.
).
At this point, the SP has all model operational values and
constants necessary to apply TOPSIS. Before it does this, it
must determine a policy for allowing composite bids (i.e.
should composite bids be allowed, what is the maximum
number of InPs that should be allowed in each VNet, etc.) and
then it must produce composite robustness and cost scores for
each of these. In this example, the SP allows composite bids of
up to three InPs and so must compute a composite robustness
and cost score for InP2, InP3, and InP4. However, several of
the nodes are being bid by more than one InP so we must first
decide which nodes will be assigned to which InP. We do this
by applying TOPSIS to each contentious node. In this example,
contentious nodes are 2 and 5 in Table 1. For node 2, we
compute the TOPSIS decision matrix, , normalized decision
matrix,
, and normalized weighted decision matrix
as
shown in Table 2 (rows correspond to InP2, InP3, and InP4
respectively). Using
and (6)-(10), the we obtain
PIS=[0.43 0.26], NIS=[0.08 0.32] from which we are able to
compute S+, S-, and T (also shown in Table 2). According to
T, we allocate node 2 to InP4 since it has the highest closeness
score. We repeat this exercise to allocate node 5 to InP4.

InP

Nodes

InP2
InP3
InP4

4
1
2,3,5

Table 3: Composite Bid Formation
P
•P
•P (Per Node cost) •(Number of
Nodes in Composite)
0.2
0.1
0.1
450
0.2
0.07
0.06
500
0.6
0.39
0.42
1650
Total
0.56
0.58
2600

ratio of the number of nodes being bid by an InP divided by the
total number of nodes in the requested topology. Each of the
value functions from Table 1 is multiplied by P to obtain the
weighted value functions shown in Table 3. Using these results,
we compute the robustness of the composite bid to be
(
) (
)
. The total cost of the
composite bid is 2600 (or an average per-node cost of 520).
Using this result and performing TOPSIS on the bid from InP1
and the composite bid produces the closeness vector
indicating that the composite bid (0.62) should be
chosen over the bid by InP1.
V. SIMULATION
In this section, we conduct an initial performance
evaluation of our framework. We compare the robustness of
VNets chosen using AHP/TOPSIS against those chosen using
greedy (e.g. cost only) selection. As noted in [6], the virtual
networking environment does not exhibit characteristics
similar to existing internet topologies so they implement node
placement and interconnectivity using random variables as a
base study. We apply the same approach. Our simulation
topologies consist of a random number of substrate nodes (up
to 30) randomly placed in a 60x60 grid. We also note that no
validated models exist for characterizing InP attributes so, for
this initial simulation, we select VAs and VSec randomly on
[0,1]. For each trial, we generate a set of InPs whose nodes fall
within a certain radius of a central substrate node. The size of
the InP, the radius, and the central substrate node are all
random variables. To perform an auction, a randomly sized
request topology is generated by re-using the technique for InP
creation (it is assumed that the SP provides a service in a
geographic area). For each InP that has a presence on one or
more nodes in the request topology, a bid is created with cost
randomly chosen (as in [6]) between 100 to 500. We assume
that the SP has a policy that composite bids are limited to
those involving no more than three InPs.
Fig. 2 shows the ratios of average cost and robustness for
the TOPSIS algorithm versus a lowest-cost algorithm plotted
as the weight of robustness (in relation to cost) is swept from 0

Finally, we develop a single robustness and cost score for
the composite bid as shown in Table 3. Participation, P, is the
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Figure 2: Ratios of Cost and Robustness for Various Robustness
Weights

to 1 in increments of 0.1. At each increment, 10,000 trials are
executed and the average cost and robustness are recorded.
While these results are seemingly intuitive, they confirm that,
on average, reasonable gains in VNet robustness can be
achieved for moderate increases in cost using our approach
over a large sample space.
VI. DISCUSSION
A key driver for developing a simulation was to flesh out
hidden framework implementation considerations. We found
several. One involves dealing effectively with individual bids
within a composite bid that have overlapping nodes and links.
While we applied AHP/TOPSIS to optimally assign each node,
we did not consider peering as part of the assignment cost. We
suspect that peering costs could significantly alter the
allocation decision. Similarly, if an InP bids on a portion of a
VNet and gets assigned a significantly smaller number of nodes
than what was expected, then the InP might reject the result. To
avoid these situations, preference might be given to composite
bids that have smaller overlap (i.e. fewer contentious nodes)
through the use of a weighted overlap measure.

Unlike [6], we implement a single-round English auction as
opposed to a two-round Vickrey auction.
VIII. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we proposed a VNet selection framework
based on the concept of robustness and used it to help rank and
select VNets within a competitive bidding process using a
combined AHP/TOPSIS evaluation process. Our results show
that we can achieve an SP-directed balance between cost and
robustness. However, we note that, while certain security
relevant attributes of an InP may be fixed by certain design
choices, some can be varied at the InPs discretion. Our model
only looked at offering the lowest compliant value of these
variable attributes but the effect of different InP business
models should be investigated. Finally, a complete model
including link peering costs should be examined to determine
the extent to which this affects the results.
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